Corporate Social Responsibility Analysis as an Alternative Source of Regional Development Financing
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Abstract—The purpose of this study is to analyze the sources of development funding originating from Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) funds from both private companies and State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia. CSR funds are funds that are set aside from profits earned by the company. Private companies carry out CSR programs due to demands from the Limited Liability Company Law whereas SOE companies carry out CSR programs because there are instructions from SOE ministries. The research method used in this study was a qualitative approach to the type of exploratory research. Primary data sources obtained from in-depth interviews with several informants. While secondary data obtained through tracking research results and documents relating to the use of CSR funds in the city of Bandung. The results showed that the implementation of CSR in the city of Bandung was running, but the implementation was still done partially. The company implements CSR programs in accordance with each company's policies. They run CSR programs only limited to spend the budget without analyzing whether the program is useful or not. The local government has not been involved in CSR activities carried out by each company. Local governments can actually optimize CSR funds by collaborating both in development planning and financing. However, the huge potential source of funding from CSR funds cannot yet become an alternative source of regional development funding.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a commitment or corporate responsibility to contribute to sustainable development [1]. CSR can contribute to progress as an alternative source of development funding. So far, funding for regional government development still relies on budgets sourced from general funds such as taxes and levies [2]. The provincial government still relies on increasing local revenue (PAD) in overcoming the constraints of development funds. Local governments recognize the limited ability to finance development financing needs. Therefore, local governments can increase the participation of the community, business community, and non-governmental organizations in achieving development goals. The government is trying to optimize all development stakeholders by using sources of funding that are not from the Regional Revenue and Expenditure Budget, especially those from the business community [3].

The use of development funds sourced from the community aims to encourage the community to participate in development activities. This certainly can provide benefits to overcome the constraints of development funds. Also, the community engages in maintaining any development carried out [4]. To utilize these funding sources, the government needs to work to strengthen the regulatory and institutional side of financial institutions. For this reason, more systematic and sustainable cooperation between the government and the private sector needs to be developed and optimized, including through CSR schemes [5].

CSR scheme is an activity of the private sector as a form of social responsibility to the community and the surrounding environment. So far, the implementation of CSR is following the policies of each company. Therefore, the application often overlaps between companies with other companies [6]. The role of government in the form of regulations needs to be developed to improve the effectiveness of CSR implementation. The CSR scheme is expected to be an alternative source of funding for regional development.

During this time, the implementation of CSR carried out in the city of Bandung is mostly charity, charity, according to the needs of the moment, less sustainable impact, and local around the company environment. Charity CSR is carried out in connection with celebrating religious and state holidays as well as social activities in the community that requires financial assistance. The forms of activities include mass circumcision, religious holiday donations, holiday parcels, animals for the sacrifice of Eid al-Adha, donations to RT / RW, blood donation, free medical treatment, materials for infrastructure, and others. Although the CSR program provides positive benefits to the community, the assistance has not yet been empowering and sustainable. As a result, such aid has not been able to have a more significant impact on improving welfare. Not to mention, there are problems of overlapping between CSR programs conducted between companies.

Several previous studies relating to CSR have been carried out with different focus. One of the results of the study stated the need for cooperation between the government and the private sector to improve the creative economy [7]. Other research results say that the implementation of CSR so far is still not well-targeted and not following development goals [8]. The application of CSR can run well if there is a role for government and community participation [9]. Other researchers state that the concept of CSR is already good, but in its implementation, many companies are inconsistent [10]. Companies are less concerned with implementing CSR because they assume consumers are not too worried about whether the company is implementing CSR or not [11]. Other researchers stated that
the implementation of CSR would run well if there is a partnership between companies and government organizations [12].

Based on the results of previous studies, it is known that CSR programs are actually excellent, but implementation in the field is still overlapping. Therefore, this research needs to be done to determine the role of local governments in regulating the implementation of CSR in the city of Bandung. This study uses a qualitative approach with informants from the City Government of Bandung and companies that carry out CSR.

II. METHOD

The research method used in this research is qualitative with a descriptive approach. Descriptive analysis aims to describe precisely the characteristics of an individual, a situation, symptoms, or specific groups. The selection of this method is made to get a basic understanding through the first-hand experience of researchers who directly process and merge into an integral part of the subject and setting to be studied [13].

The data used in this study consisted of primary and secondary data. Primary data sources were obtained from in-depth interviews, focused discussions, and direct observation in the field. The secondary data sources were obtained and collected from the results of compilation and data processing in the form of research results, scientific articles, publications, and documents related to the object of this study.

Data collected from the research process will then be analyzed by descriptive analysis. Descriptive analysis is intended to make a description of situations or events. Descriptions or information about events or objects that emerge from the field notes are examined while still considering the degree of internal coherence, are reasonable, and relate to factual and realistic events. Qualitative data analysis techniques consist of testing, selecting, categorizing, evaluating, comparing, synthesizing, and drawing conclusions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Government Regulations and Policies Related to Implementation

Regulations regarding the implementation of CSR include Law No. 40 of 2007 concerning general provisions of limited liability companies and Regulation of the Minister of State-Owned Enterprises No. PER-5 / MBU / 2007 concerning Partnership Programs and Community Development Programs. In the Act. No. 40 of 2007 emphasizes the social and environmental responsibility of business entities related to the processing of natural resources. In more detail, according to the law, states that social and environmental responsibility is the company’s commitment to participate in sustainable economic development. In the explanation of the law mentioned that social and environmental responsibility aims to improve the quality of life and the environment that benefits the company itself, the local community, and society in general [14]. This provision is intended to support the establishment of a harmonious, balanced, and compatible company relationship with the environment, values, norms, and culture of the local community. Therefore it is determined that a company whose business activities in the field and/or related to natural resources are required to carry out social and environmental responsibility. They must carry out the company’s obligations by budgeting and calculating the company’s costs.

Then in the same law article, 74 states that the company that carries out its business activities in the fields and/or related to natural resources are required to carry out social and environmental responsibility. Local governments can make a plan or regional development program plan that can be used as a reference in the preparation of CSR programs by private companies / SOEs. However, in determining the depth of the regional development program plan, the company does not require specific government intervention. The government should provide direction only at a macro level.

The awareness motivates the CSR program that regional development must be the responsibility of all parties, both government, companies, and society. The program originated from the obligation of SOEs to set aside a portion of profits for community empowerment through the Partnership and Community Development Program. In its development, the responsibility to implement CSR is not only required to BUMN but also private companies following Law Number 40 of 2007 concerning Limited Liability Companies. Enforcing companies to carry out social responsibility due to the use of natural resources by the company. Even for SOEs, the commitment to channel CSR funds is used as an indicator in assessing the level of company health.

Utilization of Corporate Social Responsibility Funds

The implementation of CSR programs has been running in accordance with the plans of each company. Local governments have not been able to make standard rules, to coordinate CSR funds from companies as an alternative source of development funding. The following CSR programs have been carried out by several companies in the city of Bandung.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Field Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Partnership Program</td>
<td>Capital / loan assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Urban Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Living Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Natural Disaster Relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Community Developing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 1, it can be seen that the CSR program that has been implemented has helped the community. The program helps local governments in financing development, both physical and human resource development.

Financing optimal regional development requires efforts to identify funding capabilities that involve local governments and the private sector. This is useful to provide an appropriate picture for long-term, medium-term, and short-term development planning. This identification should be accompanied by fiscal policies that will be applied according to the specified planning period. Furthermore, the
prioritization of development activities to be carried out should be based on the identification of these capabilities.

Sources of financing, in general, can be divided into sources of government and private funding. The source of government funding is called the government resource envelope, whereas private funding sources are all financial sources originating from banks and other financial institutions. Also, the private sector can cooperate with the government to create an investment activity or other public services. In this case, the source of funding remains clearly divided between the government and the private sector.

Meeting the needs of development financing, especially infrastructure as a support for the running of the economy, is one of the main targets. The need for infrastructure financing is very large, and it is impossible for the government to fulfill. The private sector is expected to play a role in meeting the needs of infrastructure. For this reason, a clear policy is needed regarding the division of roles of the government and the private sector in meeting the financing needs of the infrastructure. For example, activities that are non-cost recovery and affect the lives of many people should be the responsibility of the government, both the central and regional governments. These activities include the construction of remote roads, transportation safety facilities, water resources, waste treatment facilities, and sanitation. While another infrastructure financing that can provide cost recovery can be provided to the private sector with certain guarantees from the government, such as the construction of toll roads, ports, or terminals.

In addition to the principle of cost recovery, the private sector also determines an activity based on the principle of good governance. Under this principle, the private sector can directly invest in investment activities in the form of social capital through CSR activities. The regional government actually has a very large funding source opportunity to develop its region by utilizing the funding source from the CSR. Local governments can develop the implementation of corporate CSR in the form of better coordination, accompanied by clear rules and mechanisms. Thus, these companies can implement CSR in a more coordinated manner, so that the outputs and outcomes of CSR implementation become clearer and can contribute to wider regional development.

During this time, the CSR program of private companies /SOEs with the development program of the local government has been running independently. Therefore a synchronization policy is needed to adjust the CSR program with regional development programs [15]. This synchronization policy is expected to be able to eliminate conflicts between local government programs and corporate CSR programs. So that development programs and CSR programs can be in line and support each other.

However, the collaboration between the government and the private sector in financing development using CSR funds cannot be done arbitrarily. The partnership must be planned appropriately and carried out in an integrated and sustainable manner. So that the programmed developments can be implemented optimally. The optimization of CSR funds for financing development in an appropriate, integrated, and sustainable manner can be done in several ways, including:

(1) Mapping of CSR Provider Companies
Development programs planned by local governments cover various aspects, namely: physical, economic, social, political, and legal aspects. The need for funds to finance the development is huge. Therefore it is necessary to do a mapping of companies that provide CSR funds. Mapping is carried out on BUMN and private company groups regarding the number of funds normally given in CSR activities. In addition, the government must also map the time normally used by companies in implementing CSR.

(2) Development Financing Planning
The government identifies development planning activities that may be funded from CSR funds. The preparation of the identification of development planning activities is based on short-term, medium-term, and long-term planning. The results of the identification of development planning activities are the basis for collaborating with companies that provide CSR funds.

(3) Program Synchronization
Local governments synchronize programs with companies that will implement CSR. CSR programs should be directed according to the plans made by the local government. Local governments coordinate CSR providers in an integrated manner so that they are coordinated under one roof so that the utilization of CSR funds can be optimally targeted.

IV. CONCLUSION
The implementation of CSR programs is based on Law No. 40 of 2007 concerning limited liability companies and SOE Ministerial Regulation No. PER-5 / MBU / 2007 concerning the Partnership Program and the Community Development Program. The CSR program is motivated by the awareness that regional development is the responsibility of all parties, both government and companies. During this time, the company carries out CSR activities totally on knowledge, not because there is punishment. Therefore the results of the activities carried out are adjusted to the programs of each company. To further optimize CSR activities, several steps can be implemented, including (1) Mapping the companies providing CSR; (2) Development financing planning; and (3) Program synchronization.
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